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I. Introduction. In this paper we shall consider the system of n first

order ordinary differential equations of the form

(PE) x' = Pit, x) + Rit, x) + Git, x)

where we assume throughout that the following hypotheses are satisfied:

(Hi) Rit,x) and Git, x) are defined and continuous on / X D (/ =

[t; 0 ¿¡ t < oo } and D an open subset of n-dimensional Euclidean space

R").
(HJ Pit, x) is defined and continuous on R1 X D and is almost periodic

int.

(H3) Git, x) is integrable in the following sense: If y(i) is any continuous

bounded function from / into D, then |G(t,y(i))| is of class L^O, 00).

Let Q be a fixed subset of D such that Q is closed in the topology of D.

We shall assume that Rit, x) satisfies the following two properties with

respect to the set Q.

(H4) For each x in the set Q, /2(i, x) —>0 as t—> œ uniformly on compact

subsets of Q.

(H5) For each t > 0 and each x in Q there exist numbers ô > 0 and T

^ 0, depending only on t and x, such that for all y ED with | x — y | < 5

and all t^ T one has |fi(i,x) - Ä(i,y)| < t.

Under the assumptions (Hi)-(H5) the system (PE) may be considered

as a perturbation of the almost periodic system

(E) x' = Pit,x).

In §11 we shall be concerned with the asymptotic behavior of solutions

x(i) of (PE) which approach Q as f—> œ. We consider two cases: x(t)

bounded (Theorem 1) and x(i) unbounded (Theorem 2). Since appli-

cations of these theorems are of interest, we present these in §§II and III

and postpone the somewhat lengthy proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 as well as

the proofs of two preliminary lemmas to §§V and VI.  In §IV we discuss
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some examples which illustrate the use of Theorem 1.

Barbasin and Krasovskii [2] obtain results on the asymptotic behavior

of autonomous systems by combining the method of Liapunov with the

notion of an invariant set. LaSalle [8] generalizes their results to periodic

systems. Krasovskii [6] considers instability of periodic systems using

similar methods. In §111 below we obtain generalizations of these results

using Theorem 1 of this paper and some results from Liapunov theory.

The following conventions will be used in this paper: A function y(i)

defined on an interval I0 with values in D will be called bounded if there

is a compact subset D*ED such that y(i) GD* for all íG io- If

y= iyi,y2,y3,---,yn)

is a point of R", the norm of y is |y| =£f-i|y¿|. If x is a point and A

a subset of R", then d(x,A) = inf {|x - a\; aEA\; moreover, NiA,t)

= jx; dix, A) < é j is the e-neighborhood of the set A. The symbol x(£, £0,x0)

will denote a function of t such that x(£0, t0, x0) = x0.

If y it) is a continuous function on an interval T = t < oo with values in

R", we recall that the positive limit set T+(y(i)) is the set of all points

zER" such that corresponding to each z there is a sequence tm —> <» as

m—> oo with y(ij—>z. It is known (cf. [4, Chapter 16] or [7, p. 58])

that when y(£) is bounded on an interval Tzit< », the set r+(y(i)) is

nonempty, compact and y it) —» r+(y(0) as £—> oo, i.e., for each t > 0 there

is a Tit) > 0 such that y(í)£iV(r+{y(í)),f) for all f ê TU). The reader

may note that r+(y(i)) is usually defined only if y(i) is a solution of some

differential equation. However, the definition of r+(y(£)) and the proofs

of the properties stated above depend only on the continuity and bounded-

ness of yit).

The following remarks concern the hypothesis (H2):

Definition. // P(£,x) G CiR1 X D), we shall call Pit,x) almost periodic

in t if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(i) For each fixed xEL), Pit, x) is almost periodic in the sense of H. Bohr

(cf. [3] or [5, p. 281]) as a function of t.

(ii) For each compact subset D*ED, Pit,x) is uniformly continuous on

the set R1 X D*.

It is known (cf. [3] or [5]) that if Pit.x) is almost periodic in t and D*

is any compact subset of D, then | Pit, x) | is bounded on R1 X D*. Further,

if {Am} is any real sequence, there is a subsequence {A^} and a function

P*it, x) which is almost periodic in t such that

(1.1) Pit + hmk,x)^P*it,x)    asA->œ,

uniformly for t E R1 and x on compact subsets of D.

If P(f,x) is almost periodic in t, let Tr(P) be the set of all translate
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functions, i.e., Tr(P) = (P(í + A,x); - » < h < œ \. Let C1(P) be the

closure (in the sense of (1.1)) of Tr(P). Using (1.1) we see that C1(P) is

a compact metric space of functions P*{t,x) which are almost periodic in

t. It is easy to prove that for any fixed P*GC1(P), the set Tr(P*)

= [P*(i +A,x); — oo < h < oo } is dense in C1(P). In the sequel we

shall generalize the notion of an invariant set to almost periodic systems

by using the space C1(P).

II.  Perturbed almost periodic systems.

A. Bounded solutions of perturbed almost periodic systems. The main

result of this paper may now be stated as follows:

Theorem 1. Let (H!)-(H5) be satisfied for a fixed set Q.   Let x(i) be a

solution of (PE) which is defined and bounded on an interval t0^t < œ.

Let x(i) —> Q as t—> œ .  Then for each point z E r+(x(i)) there exists a func-

tion P*GC1(P), a sequence tm—> œ as m—> <*> and a function y(i) sucA

íAaí

(a) yit)=z+J?P*is,yis))ds  (-»<*<»),

(b) x(£ + t„j —> y it) as m—> oo uniformly on compact subsets of — œ < í

< œ, and

(c) Pit + tm,x)—>P*(i,x) as m—> oo uniformly for — œ < t < œ and

x on compact subsets of D.

Further, if [tm\ is any sequence such that tm—> œ and x(rm) —>z as m—» oo,

iAen a subsequence of \tm\ may be used in satisfying (a), (b), and (c).

B. Quasi-invariant sets. The conclusion of Theorem 1 suggests an in-

variance property of the set r+(x(0) with respect to the system iE). This

property is defined as follows:

Definition. // A is a subset of D, then A is called quasi-invariant with

respect to the almost periodic system

(E) x' = Pit,x)

if and only if for each zEA there exists a function P* E C1(P) and a solu-

tion y(i) of the almost periodic system

(E*) x' = P*(r,x)

with y(0) = z, such that y(i) exists and remains in a compact subset of A

for —  oo  < t < oo .

The content of Theorem 1 is that r+(x(t)) is quasi-invariant with respect

to system (E). Since a bounded solution x(t) of system (PE) must approach

its positive limit set as t—» oo, we have immediately:

Corollary 1. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1 hold. Let Q0 be the largest

quasi-invariant subset of Q with respect to system (E). Then x(i)—»Qo as

f-> oo.
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Since the definition of quasi-invariance includes the notion of bounded-

ness for — oo < £ < oo, we also conclude the following:

Corollary 2. Let (Hi)-(H5) hold. If there exists a P*GC1(P) such

that all solutions of y' = P*{t,y) which intersect Q are unbounded then no

bounded solution of (PE) approaches Q as t —> œ.

Proof. Let {Am} be a sequence such that P(£ + Am, x) —» P*(£, x) in the

topology of C1(P) as m—» oo. Let jDmj be a sequence of compact subsets

of D such that Dx C D2 C D3 C • • • and the union of all Dm is D. Pick a

sequence {£m} such that |P(£ + £m,x) - P(£,x)| < 1/ro on R1 X Dm. We

may pick £m so large that £m = m + | Am|. Thus £m + Am—> oo as ro —> oo and

Pit + tm + hm, x) -> P*(£, x)    in C1(P) as ro -^ oo.

If there were a solution x(£) of (PE) bounded for large £ and approach-

ing Q as £—> oo, then jx(£m + AJ } would have a limit point zEQ- Apply-

ing Theorem 1 we see that there would be a solution y(£) of y' = P*it,y)

such that y(0) = z and y(£) is bounded on — oo < £ < œ. Since no such

y(£) may exist, x(£) cannot approach Q and Corollary 2 is proved.

Yoshizawa [ 10] considers the case where P(£, x) = Hix) is independent

of £. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 above, he proves that for each

point 2 G r+(x(£)) there is a solution y(£) of the system y' = Hiy) such that

(a) yit)=z + f0'Hiyis)) ds (0 = £<oo)  and

(b) y(£) stays in a bounded subset of r+(x(£)) for 0 zi t < œ.

From Yoshizawa's proof it follows that there is a sequence tm—> œ as

ro—» œ such that x(£ -f- £j —>y(£) as m—»œ uniformly on compact sub-

sets of O 5¡ £ < œ. Now in this case Tr(P) = C1(P) is the single function

Hix).  It follows that Theorem 1 above generalizes Yoshizawa's result.

C. Unbounded solutions of perturbed almost periodic systems. Yoshizawa

[ll] also considers the case where x(£)—>Q as £—» oo with x(£) not neces-

sarily bounded on an interval £0 = £ < oo. His result can be generalized

to perturbed almost periodic systems in the following way.

Theorem 2. Let (Hi)-(H5) Ao£d for a fixed set Q. Let x(£) be a solution of

(PE) on an interval £0 = £ < oo with x(£) —>Q as £—> œ. // r+(x(£)) is not

empty, then for each zE r+(x(£)) there is an L > 0, a function P*E C1(P),

a function y it), and a sequence tm—» œ as ro—>oo such that

(a) y(£) = 2 + f0'P*is,yis))ds for -Lz^tziL,

(b) x(£ + £m) —>y(£) as m —> œ uniformly on the interval — L zit zi L, and

(c) P(i +£m,x)—»P*(£,x) as ro—>oo uniformly for — œ < £ < œ and

x on any compact subset of D.

D. The special case Pit, x) periodic in t. In the special case where Pit, x)

is periodic in £, Theorem 1 has the following form.
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Theorem 3. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold. If Pit, x) is periodic

in t of period 6, then for each zE r+(x(f)) there is an A (0 ^ A <6), an in-

creasing sequence {Km j of positive integers and a solution y(i) of (E) sucA íAaí

(a) yit) =z+XPis,yis))ds i-oo <t < œ) and

(b) x(r+ /fm0)—>y(r) as m—>œ  uniformly on compact subsets of — œ

<t<   oo.

If Pit, x) is periodic in t of period 6, then C1(P) = {P{t + A, x) ; 0 ^ A < 6 }.

Also if tm—> oo as m—» oo is any sequence we may assume that tm has the

form tm = A + Km6 + sn, where sn —> 0 as m —> œ. Using these two facts

as well as Theorem 1 the reader will have no difficulty constructing a

proof of Theorem 3.

E. Remarks on Theorems 1 and 2. In both Theorem 1 and its local ex-

tension,  Theorem  2,  no  uniqueness  assumptions  are made.

Amerio [l, pp. 97-105] proves the following result.

Let Pit, x) E C(/ X D) be almost periodic in t. If there is a solution x{t)

of x' = Pit, x) wAícA remains in a compact subset D0Q D for t on an interval

<b á * < œ, then for each P* E C1(P) there is a solution yit) of y' = P*{t,y)

with yit) E DQ for all t E R1.

Amerio's result may be obtained from Corollary 2 above. We note that

if Q = D and Rit, x) = Git, x) = 0 then system (PE) reduces to system

(E) and satisfies hypotheses (HJ-iHs). In this special case Corollary 2

reduces to the following statement which is equivalent to Amerio's result:

// there is a function P*GC1(P) sucA that all solutions of y' = P*(r,y)

are unbounded on — œ < t < œ, then all solutions of x' — Pit, x) become

unbounded in their positive  interval of existence.

F. On possible generalizations of Theorem 1. The conclusions of The-

orems 1 and 2 are rather complicated statements relating the behavior of

solutions x(t) along sequences \tn] with particular solutions of certain

equations x' = P*{t, x). We might conjecture that the asymptotic be-

havior of x(f) should have a simpler relationship to the system (E). For

example we might conjecture that Theorem 1 is true for all P*GC1(P).

Alternately, we might conjecture that 2GT+(x(r)) implies that for all

solutions yit, i0, z) of (E) with t and t0 sufficiently large we have yit, t0, z)

£r+(x(i)). The author is indebted to C. C. Conley for the following

example which shows that both of these conjectures are false.

Consider the periodic system

(2.1) x' = - y,       y' = x + E(i) W(x, y).

The functions E{t) and W(x, y) are defined as follows. Fix a small number

d > 0.   Let

(0   ifx2+iy-l)2^2d,
W(x,y) = {

ll    ifx2+(y-l)^d.
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Extend f asa C function to the entire plane.

The number d may be taken so small that there is a number e (0 < e < tt/4)

such that when 0 = £ = 7r one has sin£ = 1 — d if and only if |£ — v/2\

^ e.  Then for 0 zi t = t one has cos2£ + (1 - sin£)2 ^ 2d if and only  if

|£- ir/2| =e.    Define

(0   ifir/2-e<t<ir/2 + e,
Eit) = I

ll    ifx/2 + 2e = £^ (5x)/2- 2e.

Extend E by requiring E to be a continuous function, periodic of period 2w.

System (2.1) is periodic in £, hence almost periodic in t. Let the sets Q

and D both be the entire plane R2. Since Rit, x) = G(£, x) = 0, system

(2.1) satisfies hypotheses (Hi)-(H5). From the definition of Eit) and

Wix,y) it is easy to see that x(£) = cos£, y(£) = sin£ is a bounded solu-

tion of (2.1).  The point (x,y) = (0,1) is in the set r+(cos£, sin£).

For any t0ER\ let T0=£0 (mod 2*). Clearly, if |T0-7r/2| = 2e, then

the solution of (2.1) passing through (0,1) at time £0 does not stay on

r+(cos£, sin£).  This shows that both of the  above conjectures are false.

In Theorem 1 the hypothesis on P(£, x) may be weakened. The prop-

erties of P which are essential to the proof of Theorem 1 are:

(i) |P(£,x) | is bounded on R1 X D* for each compact subset D* of D, and

(ii) for each sequence tm—» œ as ro—» œ there is a subsequence j£imj

and a function P*(£, x) G CiR1 X D)  such that for each £ G R\

PiS + tlm,x)  - P*is, X) I ds^ co

uniformly on compact subsets of x G D.

The second property is not a natural assumption and is generally rather

difficult to verify. Therefore we shall always assume that P(£, x) is periodic

or almost periodic in £.

III. Almost periodic systems. In this section we shall prove two Liapunov-

type results concerning system (E). These results generalize the results

for periodic systems which were mentioned in §1. We shall first need to

recall some notions and results of Liapunov theory.

Definition. Let Wit, x) E C(J X D) and let A be a subset of D. We

shall call W positive definite with respect to the set A if and only if the follow-

ing two conditions are satisfied:

(i) Wit, x) = 0 if x is in A.
(ii) For each e > 0 and each compact subset D* ED there is a number

b = bit,D*) > 0 such that if dix, A) ^ e and xED*. then W(£,x) ̂  ô uni-

formly for all £ in I.

We shall call W negative definite with respect to A if and only if — W is

positive definite with respect to A.

Í
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We shall need the following two preliminary lemmas. For reference,

these lemmas are stated immediately below, though their proofs are post-

poned until  §VI.

Lemma 1 concerns systems of the form

(3.1) x' = Fit,x) + Git,x),   withPandGGC(ZxD).

Lemma 1. Suppose V{t,x) is continuous on IX D and is locally Lip-

schitzian in x. Let both Fit, x) and Vit, x) be bounded on sets I X D*, for

each compact subset D* of D. Let G be integrable in the sense of hypothesis

(H3). Suppose the derivative V with respect to system (3.1) in the sense of

Yoshizawa [10] satisfies V{t,x) ^ W(x), where W is positive definite with

respect to A ED.  Then all bounded solutions of (3.1) tend to A as i—> oo.

Lemma 2. // Vit, x) E CiR1 X D) is almost periodic in t, then the func-

Wix) = inf { Vit, x) ; — oo < í < œ ( ¿s continuous in x.

The first main result of this section may be stated as follows:

Theorem 4. Let Pit, x) be almost periodic in t. Suppose there is a non-

negative function Vit, x) E CiR1 X D) such that

(i) Vit, x) is locally Lipschitzian in x and almost periodic in t, and

(ii) The derivative V with respect to system (E) is a nonpositive function

which is almost periodic in t.

Let A = {xG ö;inf_<*,<«„ — Vit,x) = 0} and let A0 denote the largest

quasi-invariant subset of A with respect to system (E). TAen all bounded

solutions of (E) approach A0 as t—>oo.

Proof. Let x(i) be a bounded solution of (E).   Let

W(x) = infj - Vit,x); - œ < t < oo }.

By Lemma 2, W is continuous on D. Since W(z) ^ 0, W is positive defi-

nite with respect to the set A. By a result of Yoshizawa [10, p. 382] all

bounded solutions of (E)  approach A as í —> œ.

For Q = D and Rit, x) = Git, x) = 0, system (PE) reduces to system

(E) and at the same time satisfies (Hi)-(H5). It follows from Corollary 1

above that the solution x(f) approaches A0 as t—► œ. This proves The-

orem 4.

Note that if x is any point of the positive limit set of the bounded solu-

tion x(t), then one may use Theorem 1 above to obtain corresponding

functions y(i) and P*{t,x) as well as a sequence jim}. Since V{t, x) is al-

most periodic in t it may be assumed that V{t + tn, x) —» V*{t, x) as m —» œ

for some V*GC1(V). Since V(i,x(i))^0 and V(í,x(f)) ^ 0, the limit

V(í,x(í)) —> Vo exists as *—»<».   If one notes that

Vit + tm,xit + tJ)^V*it,yit))
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as ro—>oo, it is clear that V* it, y it)) = V0 is constant for tER1- Thus

for all  tER1,

(3.2) limsupi(V*(£ +A,y(£ + A)) - V*(t,y(t))) = 0.
A-0+     h

Using (3.2) and Theorem 4 we may prove the following corollary.

Corollary 3. Let Pit, x) be periodic in t of period 6. Suppose there is a

function Vit, x) E CAR1 X D) with Vit + 6, x) = Vit, x) è 0 and with the

derivative  V with respect to system  (E)  nonpositive.   Let

B=\it0,x0); V(£0,x0)=0}

and let B0 be the largest subset of B such that for each (£0, x0) G Po there is a

solution y(£) of (E) u;¿£A y(£0) = x0, y(£) bounded on — œ < £ < œ , and

(t,yit))EB0 for - oo <£< co. Let Bx= \x; it0,x0)EBo for some t0\.

Then all bounded solutions of (E) approach Bx as t —» œ.

Proof. Since P is periodic in £ the set A defined in Theorem 4 is the

same as jx0; Vit0,xQ) = 0 for some £0G -R1). Also the function V* of (3.2)

has the form V*(£, x) = V(£ + A, x) for some A in the range 0 = A < 6.

Therefore the conclusion of Theorem 4 together with (3.2) above imply

the conclusion of Corollary 3.

Corollary 3 generalizes LaSalle's result in [8] in two ways. The first is

that no uniqueness assumption is necessary. Secondly, in defining the set

Bo of Corollary 3 we require that y(£) must be bounded on — œ < £ < œ.

The second main result of this section may be formulated as follows:

Theorem 5. Let Pit, x) be almost periodic in t. Suppose there is a func-

tion Vit, x) E CiR1 X D) such that

(i)  Vit, x) is bcally Lipschitzian in x and almost periodic in t,

(ii) V has an infinitely small upper bound, and

(hi) the derivative V with respect to system (E) is non-negative and almost

periodic in t.

Let

A = ix;     inf    V(£,x) = o).

Let A0, the largest quasi-invariant subset of A with respect to system (E), be

empty or just consist of the origin. If V(£0,x0) > 0 for some (£0,x0), then for

each compact subset D*ED and each solution x(£) of (E) u;¿£A x(£0) =x0,

there is a number tx = tAD*, x(£)) ^ £0 sucA £Aa£ x(£t) (£D*.

Proof. If the theorem is not true, there is a compact set D* and a solu-

tion x(£) of (E) with x(£0) = x0 and x(£) G D* for all £ è ¿o-

Let W(x) = inf) Vit, x); — œ < £ < œ j.   From Lemma 2 and assump-
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tion (iii) it follows that W is positive definite with respect to A. From

Corollary 1 above it follows that x(i) -->A0 as t—> œ. Since A0 cannot be

empty (Theorem 1), A0 is the origin.   Thus x(t)—>0 as t—> œ.

From V(t,x) ^ 0 it follows that V(í,x(í)) ^ V(i0,x0) for all t ^ i0. From

assumption (ii) it follows that there is an A > 0 such that if |x| ¿A, then

| V(t,x) | < Vit0,x0) uniformly for t in R1. Therefore |x(i) | ^ A > 0 for all

t^t0. This contradicts x(i) —»0 as t—> œ  and proves Theorem 5.

We remark that Vit, x) of Theorem 5 is not assumed to be definite or

semidefinite of either sign. If there are points x0 arbitrarily close to the

origin and arbitrarily large numbers i0 such that Vit0, x0) > 0 then clearly

the origin (if x = 0 is indeed a solution of (E)) is unstable.

IV. Example. In the sequel we shall need a theorem on existence and

boundedness of solutions of the general  system

(4.1) x' = P(i,x),    with P G C(/XZ».

Theorem 6. Suppose there is a non-negative scalar function Vit, x)

ECAlxD) such that the derivative Vit,x) with respect to system (4.1) is

nonpositive. Suppose for some L > 0 the set DiL) = {(i, x) ; V(t, x) < L J

is bounded in the sense that there is a fixed compact set D* ED such that for

all T^O the intersection of DiL) with the plane t = T is contained in D*.

If x(t) is any solution of (4.1) with (i0,x(f0)) G DiL) for some t0 ̂  0, then

x(f) exists and remains bounded iin D*) for all t S: i0.

For the proof we note that if it0,xit0)) E DiL) then Vitu,xit0)) < L.

From V{t,x) ^ 0 it follows that V(í,x(í)) < L for all t ^ t0, i.e., x(i) G D*.

As an example of an application of Theorem 1 we consider a system

similar to one considered by Levin and Nohel [9].

n

x' = -Zaiit)z»
1=0

(4.2) z'0 = bAt)fix)+eAt),

z\ = - A,(r, x, z)Zl + 6,(i)/(x) + eAt)      Ü = 1,2,3, ■ • •, n).

We assume the following concerning system  (4.2):

(i) aAt),biit),e¡it) and fix) are continuous on Rl and A,(£,x,z) is con-

tinuous on  / X Rn+¿.

(ii) x/(x) > 0 if x r¿ 0.

(iii) There is a constant K > 0 such that A,(i, x,z) ^K for all it, x,z).

(iv) hAt,x,z) is bounded in t when (x,z) is restricted to any compact

subset of Rn+'\

(v)   e,(i)GLi[0, œ).

(vi)  There are constants c, > 0 such that a,(í) = c¿6¿(í)   for all tER1.

(vii)   Each a,(i)   is  almost  periodic.
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(viii) There is a constant M > 0 such that |a0(£) | ê M and |üi(£) | = M

for all tER1.

We shall show that all bounded solutions of (4.2) tend to the origin as

£—> °o.  To this end we define

V(t,x,z) = Z (clzf)/2 + P fiu) du.
1 = 0 Jo

Then as in [9] we find that

Vit,x,z) zi - Wiz) + E'AD Vit,x,z) + E'2it),

where

Wiz)=KZcÂ 2

i = l

W) =  f ¿|e¿
Jo    ,»0

EAt) =        L|e¿(*)| ds,

and

Define

and

Then

EAt)= f   Z^As)\ds.
Jo     .=0

C=limexp(-£i(£) - E2it)),
t-»CO

Uit,x,z) = exp(- EAt) - £2(£))(Vit,x,z) + 1).

Üit,x,z) ^ -CWiz).

Since W(2) is positive definite on the set

Q= j(x,2);2i = 22 = ... = zn = 0\,

it follows from a result of Yoshizawa [ 10, p. 382] that all bounded solu-

tions of (4.2) approach Q as £—> œ. From Corollary 1 above it follows

that all bounded solutions of (4.2) approach the largest quasi-invariant

subset of Q with respect to the almost periodic system

x" = - a0it)z0,

z¡ = bmfix)       ii = 0,1,2,.-.,n).

We shall now show that the largest quasi-invariant subset of Q is the
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origin.  For suppose (xu, z°, 0,0, ■ ■ ■, 0) is a point of this set.   Then there

is a bounded solution (x(f),z(f)) of a certain system

xf = - a0*(r)z0,
(4.4)

z¡ = btit)fix)        ii = 0,1,2,..-, n),

where aó*GCl(a0), 6*GCl(ó,)  and a0*(r) = c060*(0.

Since the solution (x(í),z(í)) remains in Q, we must have z¿(í) =0 for

i = 1,2,3, ...,n.   From   assumption   (viii)   it   follows   that  cx\b*it) | ^ M.

Together with assumption (ii)  and z'x{t) =b*{t)fix{t)) = 0 it follows that

x(r) = 0.   Therefore

z'oit) = c0a0*it)fixit)) m c0a0*(í)/(0) = 0,

and  z0it) = z°   is   constant.    Further,   x'{t) = — a¿*(í)zo   and   |a¿*(í)|^M

imply that z0 = 0. Thus xu = zu= 0.

There is a neighborhood D0 of the origin such that all solutions of (4.2)

starting in D0 at any time £0 ̂  0 are bounded. To see this we use Theorem

6. Take L > 0 such that

/:
fiu) du+l< L/C

implies that | x | is bounded. That such an L exists follows from assumption

(ii). Then the set DiL) = j it, x, z) ; U{t, x,z) < L \ is bounded in the sense

of Theorem 6 above. Since U is non-negative and U is nonpositive, we

may apply Theorem 6.

Levin  and  Nohel  assume  that

lim        fiu )   ds —> oo .

In this case the function U{t,x,z)—> oo as |x| + |z| —* oo uniformly for t

in /. It is known that in this case all solutions of (4.2) are bounded (cf.

[7, p.   113]).
We now modify the previous example and consider any system of the

form

n

xf = -ZaAt)Zi-pit)x,

(4.5)
zi = - A,(t, x,z)Z¡ + b,it)fix) + e,it)        ii = 1,2,3, • • -, n).

The functions al,bl,f,e¡ and A, are assumed to satisfy the same assump-

tions as in the previous example. We assume pit) ^0 is almost periodic

and is not identically zero. With V defined by

Vit,x,z) = Zicl/2)zf+ I   fiu) du,
• = i Jo
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we have

V(t,x,z) = - Wiz) + E'x(t)V(t,x,z) + E'2(t),

where W(z), Ex(t) and E2(t) are as in the previous example. Now let

U(t,x,z) = exp(- Ex(t) - E2(t))(V(t,x,z) + 1).

Then

U(t,x,z) z% -CW(z).

From Yoshizawa's result [10, p. 382] it follows that all bounded solu-

tion of (4.5) approach the set Q = j (x, z) ; z = 0 j as £ —» œ. By Corollary

1, all bounded solutions approach Q0, the largest quasi-invariant subset

of Q, as £—> oo. We shall now show that Q0 is the origin. For let (x0,0) be

any point of Q0. Then there is a system

(4.6, *=-"'m-

z[ = bf(t)f(x)        (¿ = 1,2,3,...,«)

withp*GCl(p) and i*GCl(6¿) and there is a bounded solution (x(t),z(t))

of (4.6) such that x(0) = x0 and z(t) = 0. From (4.6) we see that

x(£) = x0exp( - I   p*(s) ds) .

Since p*(t) = 0 is almost periodic, if x0 ¿¿ 0 then |x(£) | —> œ as £—> — oo.

Therefore the set Q0 is the origin. We also note that the considerations

for the existence of bounded solutions of (4.2) carry over in a similar

way to (4.5).

V. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. We shall need the following lemma

which is easily established by a contradiction argument.

Lemma 3. // Q* is any compact subset of Q, then ô and T of (H5) may be

chosen independently of x in Q*.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let jim} be any positive null sequence. Let D*

ED he a compact set such that x(£) G D* for all £ = £0. Such a D* exists

because x(£) is bounded on the interval £0 = £ < °°. Let M be a bound

for |P(£,x)| on the set £ ̂  0, x£fl*. Let Q* = QC]D*. Fix any L>0

and any point 2Gr+(x(£)).

By definition of r+(x(£)) there exists a sequence £m—» oo as ro—* œ such

that x(£j—>2.   By possibly taking a subsequence we may assume that

(5.1) |x(£j-2|<£m   forro = 1,2,3, ••..

Using the boundedness of x(£) as well as assumption (H3) we may also

assume that for all £ = tm — L,
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(5.2) f   \Git,xit))\dt<tm.

Using (HJ  we may assume that

(5.3) supj |Ä(f, x) | ; x G Q* and t ^ tm - L\ < tm.

The compactness of Q* implies that for each t ^ t0 there is at least one

point XiEQ* such that d(x(t),Q*) = |x(r) — x,|. By (H5) and Lemma 3

there are numbers ôm and Tm such that if x G Q*, t^ Tm and |x — y| < ám,

then |P(i,x) - Rit,y)\ <tm. Since x(i)—>Q* as t—> oo there exists Sm^ Tm

such that d(x(î), Q*) = |x(£) — x,| < ôm for all t ^ Sm. We may assume that

tm^Sm + L. Thus

(5.4) |Rit,x(t))| á |Rit,xit)) - Rit,xt)\+\Rit,xt)| ^ 2em

for  all  t^tm- L.

We now define functions xm(t) on the interval — L ^ t ^ L by xm{t)

= x{t + tm).   Since

(5.5) x(i) = x(ij + f  {Pis, x(s)) + Ris, xis)) + Gis, x(s))} ds,

we have

xmit) = xitj-        Pis + tm,xmis))

(5.6)

J»¡+im\Ris,xis)) + Gis,xis))] ds

for - L á t £ L.

Each of the functions xm{t) has its range in the compact set /)*. Thus

the sequence j xm{t) \ is uniformly bounded. The sequence is also equi-

continuous. For take any m and any tx and t2 with — L ^ tx < t2 ̂  L;

from (5.6) we see that

|P(s + im,xm(s))| ds+ I        |P(s,x(s))| ds
'1 J'm+'l

+ f      |G(s,x(s))| ds.

Using (5.2) and (5.4)  we have

I xiQ - x{tx) | á (Af + 2i J (i2 - ti) + tm.

Since tm —> 0 as m —» oo , the equicontinuity of {xm{t)} is proved.

There is a function y(£) and a subsequence of {xm{t) ) which we again

index by m such that
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|*(£ + £j-y(£)| = |xm(£)-y(£)|-+0   asm^œ

uniformly on — L z% t = L. Using property (1.1) of §1 above for the al-

most periodic function P(t,x), there is a function P*(t,x) E C1(P) and

and another subsequence such that

|P(£-|-£m,x) - P*(£,x)|->0    asro^oo

uniformly for — œ < £ < œ and x on any compact subset of D.

From (5.1), (5.2), (5.4), (5.6) and the uniform convergence of the se-

quences {xm(i)} and j P(£ + tm, x) \ it follows that y(£) has the form

(5.7) yit) = z + £p*is,yis)) ds.

Once (5.7) is established for arbitrary L > 0 and arbitrary sequences

£m—> oo as ro—» œ with x(£j —>z, the proof is completed as follows: For

L= 1 we may find a sequence j£lm} which satisfies (5.7) on — 1 £ i jg 1.

For L = 2 we find a subsequence ¡£2™}  of J£imj which satisfies (5.7)  on

— 2 = £ = 2. We continue in this way for L = 3,4,5, • • -. Each of the se-

quences {£;mj defines the same function P*(£, x) and the same y(£) (for as

long as y(£) is defined). Thus y(£) may be defined for all of the interval

— œ < £ < œ. The subsequence satisfying conditions (a), (b) and (c)

can be chosen as tm = t„.

Proof of Theorem 2. Fix some point zE r+(x(£)). Pick r0> 0 such that

N0 = {x; dix,z) z^r0\ED.   Define

M0=supj|P(£,x)|; - oo <£< co,xGN0J

and

Mx= l + sup{|P(£,2)|; Oz%t< œ }.

Since Nü is compact, M0 is finite. In view of (HJ, Mx is also finite. By

(H5) there is a T> 0 and a b > 0 such that whenever £ = T and |x — 2|

<b, one has | fi(£, x) - Rit, z) | < 1. Let r=min(ô,r0). If |x(£)—z| <r

for any number £^ T, then |P(£,x(£))| < Mi.

Let x*(£) be a continuous bounded function defined on 0 = £ < œ such

that x*(£) = x(£) whenever x(£) GN0. We may pick a number TX^T

such that for all £ ̂  Tx

f   |G(s,x*(s))|  ds<r/3.

Let L = r/iZMo + 3MX). It is claimed that if there is a number £0 = Ti

+ L with |x(£0)-z| <r/3, then |x(£)-2| <r for |£-£0| ^ L. To see

this suppose there is a £i with t0<tx<tQ3 L (or £0 — L < tx < £0) such

that |x(£) — z\ <r for £0 < £ < tx and |x(£i) — z\ = r. Since x*(£) = x(£)

has the form (5.5) on the set N0 we have
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r = |x(í1)-z| ^|x(í0)-z|+ f'1[\PÍ8,xÍ8))\+\RÍ8,xÍ8))\\ ds
J'o

+        |G(s,x*(s))| ds

^ r/3 + (M0 + Mx)\tx - i0| + r/3 < r.

This contradiction proves the claim.

We now pick a sequence tm—* œ  as m-»»=  such that

(i) |x(ij-z| <r/3  (m= 1,2,3, •••),

(ii)  x(0 —> z as m —> oo , and

(iii)   Ti + L < tx < t2 < t3 < ■ ■ ■ .

For such a sequence we know that x(i) ENiz,r) EN0 if \t — tm\ ¿¡ L.

Define xjjt) = xit + tm) for -L^t^L and for m = 1,2,3, •••. Let

Q* = Q Pi N0. The proof may now be completed in the same way as the

first part of the proof of Theorem 1.

VI. Proof of Lemmas 1 and 2.

Proof of Lemma 1. Let x(i) be a solution of system (3.1) with range in

a compact subset D* of D. Let M be a bound for |P(f,x)| and | Vit, x)\

on the set t ^ 0 and xED*.

If the lemma is not true, there is an t > 0 and a sequence tm—> œ as

m—> œ such that dixitJ,A) ^ 2«. Let Tm = tm + t/i2M). We may assume

that Tm < tm+x for m = 1,2,3, • • • and that

f    |C7(s,x(s))| ds<e/2.

If tm ̂  t ^ Tm, then |x(i) - x(ij | < « and d(x(í), A) ^ t. By the posi-

tive definiteness of W, there is a ô > 0 such that if xED* and dix,A)

è e, then  V(i, x) ^S uniformly for t in /.   Therefore

V(Tm,x(TJ) - Vituxitj) - f " V(s,x(s)) ds

^ £        y V(s,
;=1   J«;

x(s)) ds

Thus

M ̂  V(Tm,x(TJ) ̂  Vfo,^) + ( A) m > m

when m is sufficiently large. This contradiction proves Lemma 1.
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Proof of Lemma 2. Pick any point x0ED and any sequence xm—>x0 as

ro —> œ . Let wx = lim sup W(x J (m —» oo ) and w2 = lim inf W(xm) (ro —> oo ).

Then wx 2: w2. We now show that w2 = W(x0) = wx. From this it follows

that lim WixJ = Wix0)   (m —> œ )   exists.

Let jxim} be a subsequence of {xm} such that WixXm)-^wx as ro—» oo.

Pick ( > 0. Pick 5(t) using the uniform continuity of V on the set R1

X {xj-, j = 0,1,2, -■ -\ (note that jx;; j = 0,1,2, • •• ) is a compact set).

There is an M so large that |x1Ai — x0| <¿(«).  Therefore

(6.1) | Vit, xo) - Vit, xXM) | < e    uniformly for all £ in /.

The number M may be taken so that

(6.2) \wx-WixXM)\<(.

Pick s ER1 such that

(6.3) |V(s,x0)- W(x0)| <«.

From (6.1) and (6.3) it follows that

| W(x0) - Via,xXM)| = | W(x0) - Vis,x0)\+\ Vis,x0) - Vis,xXM) \

<2e.

Thus

W(x0) = V(s,XiJ - 2e è WixXM) - 2c.

From (6.2) it follows that W(x0) > wx — 3«. Since « > 0 is arbitrary it

follows that  W(x0) = wx.

In order to show that w2 è W(x0) pick an e > 0 and an integer M so

large that

| Vit,xM) - Vit,x0)\ < t    uniformly for all £ in R1

and such that

I WixM) - w2\ < t.

Pick a number s in Í1 such that

\Vis,xM)-WixM)\ <e.

Then

| w2 - Vis, xj | á | u>2 - W(xM) | + | WixM) - Vis, xM) I

+ |V(s,xM)- V(s,x0)| <3í,

w2> Vis,x0) -3i= W(x0) -3t.

Since t > 0 is arbitrary, w2 è W(x0) = wx.

Since the point x0 and the sequence jxmj are arbitrary, the assertion of

the continuity of W is proved.  This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
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